Department of Medicine Evans Days 2022
Shining Light on BU Affinity Research Collaboratives (ARCs)
October 13, 2022 | 1:30-2:30p
75 E Concord St | Building E | Keefer Auditorium

Hosted by the Evans Center for Interdisciplinary Biomedical Research (ECIBR), BU IBRO and BU CTSI

1:30-1:40 Welcome Notes, by Dr. David Coleman, DoM chair
State of the Evans Center for IBR, by Dr. Katya Ravid ECIBR Founding Director

1:40-2:20 The ARCs: Focus and Envisioned New Directions (6 min each, by ARC Directors)

ARC Director: Vipul Chitalia, representing the Thrombosis and Hemostasis ARC Program
Presentation: "The Thrombosis-Tissue Pathology Axis"

ARC Director: Lindsay Farrer, representing the Precision Medicine for Alzheimer Disease ARC Program
Presentation: "Precision Medicine for Alzheimer Disease ARC Recent Findings and New Directions"

ARC Director: Belinda Borrelli, representing the Mobile and Electronic (ME-) Health ARC Program
Presentation: "Focus on digital health inequities"

ARC Director: Maria Trojanowska, representing the Fibrosis ARC Program
Presentation: "Dissecting tissue fibrosis at the single-cell level and the clinical applications"

ARC Director: Markus Bosmann, representing the COVID19 ARC
Presentation: "Respiratory Viruses, A focus on COVID-19"

ARC co-Director: Gerald Denis, representing the PIPER-C ARC
Presentation: "A Multi-Disciplinary Program to Identify Predictors of Efficacy and Resistance to Cancer Checkpoint Inhibition (PIPER-C)"

2:20- 3:00 Discussion and Questions for the ARCs